
High Court Form No. (J) 2.Heading of Judgment in Original SuitDistrict : Kamrup.IN THE COURT OF CIVIL JUDGE NO. 3, KAMRUP, GUWAHATI.Present :   Shri S.K. Poddar, AJS,        Civil Judge No. 3, Kamrup, Guwahati.
Friday, the 16  th   day of November, 2012.  

MONEY SUIT NO. 99/2004

Shri Mrinmoy Barua .....Plaintiff.-Vs-M/S Indian Oil Corporation Ltd. & ors. ....Defendants.
This suit coming on for final hearing on 18/10/12 in the presence of :-Mr. P. K. Deka         …………….  Advocates for the plaintiff. Mr. S. N. Sarma &Mr. R Bordoloi       ……………          Advocates for the defendant No. 1Mr.                                ……….        Advocates for the defendant No. 4.

And having stood for consideration to this day, the Court delivered the following judgment :-
J U D G M E N T

This  is  a  suit  for  realisation of Rs.  50,00,000/-  as  compensation  & damages from defendant No. 1 & 2.
1.1 Plaintiff ’s case, in brief, is that in the year 1993, he started a small scale industrial unit in the name and stile of M/S Mechsteel in a self- 
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made shed provided over a plot of land                    …………… Contd.  at P/2measuring 242 sq. ft. allotted by the defendant No. 3 inside the Industrial Area at Bamunimaidan, Guwahati. He has obtained necessary registration certificate  under  various  Govt.  Agencies  to  manufacture  brass  strainer, steel fabrication and structure etc. in his aforesaid unit. In the year 1995, plaintiff was allotted another shed measuring 750 sq. ft. and in that shed, he started production of plastic goods. In the year 1996, officials of Indian Oil  Corporation  (in  short  IOC,  defendant  No.  1)  visited  the  factory premises of  the plaintiff  and insisted him to start  production of  safety caps of the LPG Cylinder as the defendant No. 1 is procuring the same from  outside  the  State.  Accordingly,  in  the  month  of  November,  1996, plaintiff went to Digboi and vide his letter dated 18/11/96 expressed his willingness to manufacture the said LPG Cylinder Safety Caps (hereinafter termed  as  Safety  Caps).  In  response  to  his  letter,  the  defendant  No.  2 asked him to submit quotation for the said item along with samples of the goods.  On the basis of  that quotation,  plaintiff  brought various moulds and  started  production  of  the  safety  caps  by  obtaining  financial accommodation  from  the  P.G.  Bank  and  United  Bank  of  India.  On submitting the samples of safety caps produced in his unit, the defendant No. 1 awarded a trial order of one lakh safety caps vide their order dated 25/06/97. Thereafter, he got his firm registered with the National Small Industries Corporation on 03/05/99 and obtained Central Sales Tax etc. with  intention  to  do  business  of  the  safety  caps  with  full  swing.  On approval  of  the  first  lot  of  trial  supply,  he  invested  a  huge  sum  on procuring raw materials and machinery and stopped his earlier business of brass strainer and Iron Fabrication work. 1.2 It is further pleaded that on 13/05/98, the defendant No. 1 intimated the plaintiff that they would not give any further order to the plaintiff  unless his unit got registered with the Oil  Industries Technical Committee (in short  OITC) though there was no such condition at  the initial stage of his approach. Accordingly, the plaintiff contacted OITC at Mumbai which is looking after by the BPCL, defendant No. 2. Plaintiff in compliance with the OITC requirement, submitted a drawing of the safety 
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caps and on rejection of his earlier moulds,          …………… Contd.  at P/3he has to abandon his earlier moulds causing financial loss. In the year 2000, while the plaintiff  was about to receive the OITC approval,  BCPL intimated the plaintiff that they would only register the cap with BPCL logo.  But as the plaintiff  had to supply the caps with IOC logo,  he was upset  and came to know that  the advice given by the IOC was wrong. Thereafter,  the  defendant  No.  1  by  realizing  their  mistakes  and out  of sympathy,  they  offered  the  plaintiff  with  few  orders  which  were  not sufficient to keep the industry running and for this purpose, plaintiff had to suffer huge loss. Due to the attitude of the defendants in depriving the legitimate claim of the local entrepreneurs. 1.3 The plaintiff has assessed his pecuniary loss from the month of July, 1997 to December, 2002 to the extent of Rs. 22,65,515/-. Over and above, plaintiff has to suffer mental agony, humiliation. It is also alleged that  while  compelling  the  plaintiff  to  obtain  OITC  certificate,  the defendant No. 1 was favouring some other parties without pursuing for such  certificate  and  thus,  it  was  clear  that  the  same  condition  was imposed only to deprive the legitimate claim of the plaintiff. 1.4 From paragraph 18 to 27 of the plaint, plaintiff has also raised some  allegations  against  the  defendant  No.  3,  i.e.  Assam  Small  Scale Industries  Development  Corporation  Ltd.  (ASIDC)  regarding  raising  of rent, plots and shed allotted to his industry, non-taking care on repairing the said shed, disconnection of electricity connection, demolition of the shed of the plaintiff, raising of electricity load to his industry in the name of drinking water, erection of security fencing etc. and also disposing of nearby  land  for  residential  complex  causing  harm  to  the  industrial activities. 1.5 Again, from paragraph 28 of the plaint, the plaintiff has turned his pleadings on safety caps and pleaded that on 27/03/02, the defendant No. 1 has floated tenders for supply of safety caps and in pursuance of that, the plaintiff has quoted his rates vide quotation dated 18/04/02. On 03/05/02, the defendant No. 1 expressed their inability to consider the case  of  the  plaintiff  as  he  failed to  submit  the  OITC certificate  though 
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defendant No. 1 has favoured                      …………… Contd.  at P/4some firms outside NE States without such certificate. Due to non-helping attitude of the defendant No. 1, the plaintiff had to face financial burden of the loan obtained by him. 1.6 It  is  also  pleaded  that  without  diversifying  his  production from Brass Strainer and Iron Fabrication works, the plaintiff could have earned  an  annual  income  of  Rs.  8  to  10  Lakhs  but  due  to  the  mis-representation by the defendant No.  1,  he has to suffer  the loss  of  his income  and  thus  for  the  negligence  and  inaction  of  the  defendants, plaintiff filed the suit for compensation of Rs. 50.00 Lakhs to be paid by the defendant Nos. 1 and 2 jointly and severally. 1.7 It may be noted here that as stated earlier, though from para 18 to 26, some allegations have been made against the defendant No. 3, but no relief has been claimed from said defendant No. 3 and proforma defendant No. 4. 2. Initially,  proforma  defendant  No.  4  has  only  submitted  his written statement admitting that M/S Mechsteel is a registered SSI unit with  them  and  they  have  issued  the  registration  certificate  thereby making  the  said  firm  eligible  for  participation  in  Central  Govt.  Stores Purchase Programme. Except above pleadings, they have not made any comment on the other pleadings of the plaint. 3. It  may  be  noted  here  that  initially  suit  proceeded  exparte against  the defendant Nos.  1  to  3.  After  recording evidence of  plaintiff side,  My  Ld.  Predecessor-in-office  vide  his  judgment  dated  24/02/06 decreed the suit exparte against the defendant Nos. 1 and 2 by directing them to pay Rs. 50,00,000/- as prayed for. 4. However, after passing of the said decree, the defendant No. 1 has moved this Court for setting aside the aforesaid exparte decree under the provision of Order IX Rule 13 CPC and upon hearing both sides, said prayer was allowed. 5.1 Accordingly, defendant No. 1 was allowed to contest the suit by filing their written statement. On 16/12/08, the defendant No. 1 has submitted their WS and contested the suit. Apart from the usual pleadings 
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of non-maintainability of the suit both in law and facts,   …… Contd.  at P/5suppression of material facts, that the firm M/S Mechsteel was taken over by one Mr. Dhiren Saikia in the year 2000, bar of limitation, no cause of action  for  the  suit,  waiver,  estoppel  etc.  it  is  further  pleaded  that  the contents  of  insisting the plaintiff  to  produce the safety  caps is  denied. However, it is admitted that the plaintiff has approached the defendants showing his interest in supplying of safety caps and accordingly a trial order of 1,00,000 safety caps was given in favour of M/S Mechsteel and to complete  the  supply  within  29/07/97.  It  is  further  pleaded  that  in response to the said order, M/S Mechsteel has supplied only 98,000 Nos. of safety caps on 01/11/97 i.e. with a delay of about 4 months and out of this  50,000  Nos.  was  found  defective  for  returning  for  rectification  or replacement. 5.2 For  the  purpose  of  security  and  safety  of  LPG  users,  the defendant  No.  1  has  applied  safety  standards  and  to  meet  the  said standards, all concerned parties in the supply of safety caps including the firm M/S Mechsteel  was  informed to  obtain  approval  from OITC.  It  is further  pleaded  that  M/S  Mechsteel  was  directed  to  obtain  the  said certificate on the basis of the earlier materials and design and there was no difference of the design given to the said firm M/S Mechsteel and as per the drawings of the OITC. They denied regarding giving wrong advice to the plaintiff  to register with OITC. They further pleaded that  every other firms namely M/S Appasa Mech, Dibrugarh, M/S D. Ghosh & Sons, Kolkata, M/S Leo Enterprise, Kolkata, M/S Techno Industries, Kolkata etc. have been able to obtain the OITC certificate for supply of the safety caps except  M/S Mechsteel  who failed to  obtain certificate for  reasons best known to them. However, considering the fact of local entrepreneur, the plaintiff 's name was not deleted from the list of suppliers and in the year 1999, an order was placed with M/S Mechsteel for supply of 2,00,000 Nos. of safety caps out of which the said firm supplied only 33,000 Nos. of caps and the same was obtained on the ground of emergency procurement. 5.3 They denied the pleadings of  incurring loss by the plaintiff while going for manufacturing the safety caps from …………… Contd.  at P/6
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July, 97 to December, 2002. It is also pleaded that the firm Mechsteel was taken over by Mr. Dhiren Saikia in the year 2000 and as such, the question of suffering loss by plaintiff beyond that period is totally false. Defendant also denied the allegation of favouring some other parties and he could not obtain order due to non-obtaining the certificate from OITC. 5.4 The  answering  defendants  have  not  made  any  comment against the statements made in paragraph 18 to 27 of the plaint. 5.5 It  is  specifically  pleaded  that  due  to  inaction  and  non-cooperation of the defendant No. 1, the plaintiff has suffered any loss and as such he is not entitled for any damage or compensation on any of the count from answering defendants. They also denied the expenditure/ loss of Rs. 22,61,515/- during that period and also denied that plaintiff has to pay bank interest for the acts of the defendants. 5.6 It  is  further  pleaded that  in  the  year  2001,  two NITs  were issued and M/S Mechsteel has participated in both the NITs but could not be successful due to offering high price. In the year 2003 even letters were sent to M/S Mechsteel but the said letters were returned due to shifting of the firm from their address. It is also pleaded that after taking over of the firm  by  Mr.  Dhiren  Saikia,  he  has  requested  to  place  orders  and accordingly  trial  orders  were  placed  to  the  new  proprietor  of  M/S Mechsteel. In view of above, they have prayed for dismissal of the suit. 6. The suit proceeded exparte against defendant Nos. 2 and 3. 7. On the basis of above pleadings, my Ld. Predecessor-in-office has framed the following issues and additional issues:-
1. Whether the suit is maintainable?

2. Whether there is any cause of action for the suit?

3. Whether there is  any binding agreement between the plaintiff  and  

the defendant No.  1 company that the defendant No.  1 will  accept  

supply of safety caps from the plaintiff?

4. Whether the defendant No. 1 company is bound to accept the tender  

for supply of safety caps from the plaintiff only?

5. Whether the plaintiff is entitled to the decree as prayed?

…………… Contd.  at P/7
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Additional Issues :-

1. Whether defendant No. 1 misguided the plaintiff in respect of  

obtaining certificate from the OITC?

2. Whether the defendant No. 2 intentionally and in planned way  

deprived the plaintiff from supplying the plastic cap in the name of  

OITC certificate?

3. Whether the defendant No.  1 has any bindings to accept the  

safety cap from the plaintiff?8. On the above issues, plaintiff and defendant No. 1 has adduced evidence. During trial, plaintiff Mr. Mrinmoy Barua examined himself as PW 1, one Shri Partha Sarathi Bora as PW 2 and one Shri Ranjit Sengupta as PW 3. Plaintiff proved lots of documents. On the other hand, defendant No.  1  has  examined  one  Nirmal  Chandra  Borah,  Sr.  Material  Officer (Stores) IOC Ltd. (AOD) as DW 1 and Shri Achuyt Chandra Sarma, DGM, LPG as DW 2. They have also proved a few documents. 9. It may be noted here that in the record, two sets of documents are available on being exhibited by the plaintiff which were marked in A series by the plaintiff while proceeding the suit exparte. Subsequently on setting aside of that judgment and during contest by the defendant No. 1, plaintiff has exhibited same set of documents in numerical order from 1 to 46 and defendant has proved few documents under alphabetic order. 10. I  have heard and re-heard oral  arguments  of  both  sides  at length and gone through the record. In the course of argument, Mr. P.K. Deka, Ld. Advocate appearing for the plaintiff in his pain taking argument has drawn my attention to the various documents proved by plaintiff and tried to impress for  passing a  decree for  compensation of  the amount claimed, mainly on the ground of promise based policy, bonafide belief of survival, breach of obligation by the defendant Nos. 1 and 2, intention of the  defendant  No.  1  to  cheat  the  local  entrepreneurs,  alteration  of position/business based on Govt. policy, applicability of the principles of promissory estoppel against the defendants who are Govt. Agencies with further argument that their suit is mainly based on Section 73 of Indian Contract Act for breach of contract.                         …………… Contd.  at P/8
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It may be noted here that in the course of argument, the Ld. Advocate for the plaintiff has submitted that they have no claim against the defendant Nos. 3 and 4 and as such, the contents of paragraph Nos. 18 to 26 may be treated as not pressed and further prayed for abandoning of their claim against the defendant Nos. 3 and 4 and prayed to concentrate their claim against the defendant Nos. 1 and 2 only. 11. Refuting the argument of the plaintiff side, advocate Mr. S.N. Sarma  assisted  by  Mr.  R.  Bordoloi,  Ld.  Advocates  appearing  for  the defendant No.1 has submitted that no contract has ever been executed between the plaintiff and defendant No. 1 and as such, there cannot be any question of breach of contract and liability to pay damages on that count. They have also taken the plea that all the dealings have been made with M/S Mechsteel but the suit was filed by the plaintiff in his own name claiming himself to be the proprietor of M/S Mechsteel, but the document relied by the plaintiff shows that since 2000, the firm was taken over by Mr.  Dhiren  Saikia.  It  is  also  argued that  taking  part  in  submitting  the quotations on floating of tenders does not amount to any contract, more so, when rates quoted by the plaintiff is higher than the other suppliers. They also argued that there was no evidence of any mis-guidance from the  defendant  No.  1  or  even  no proof  of  refusal  by  the  OITC to  issue certificate under the Logo of IOC on the safety caps. By referring to Exbt-18 and 19, it is submitted that while intending to do business with the defendant No. 1 and on referring him to obtain the certificate of OITC, the plaintiff has expressed his willingness to do business with BPCL also and in  that  process,  he  had  submitted  the  proposals  for  obtaining  OITC certificate for Bharat Gas and produced those documents claiming that it was the BPCL which insisted for their Logo. It is further argued that said insistence of BPCL for their Logo to plaintiff to get them registered with BPCL for supply of the safety caps for Bharat Gas and not for IOC. It is further argued that offering of trial orders  by waiving the OITC certificate as  per  the  procedure  laid  down  in  procuring  the  materials  cannot  be binding that for all the times. OITC registration was waived for trial run only. They also pleaded that the documentary      …………… Contd.  at P/9
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evidence as led by the plaintiff are almost beyond pleadings. They have also challenged that  some of  the documents as  proved by the plaintiff have never been filed with the plaint or before framing of issues and those were proved without obtaining leave of the Court as required under Order VII Rule 14 CPC and such those should not be admitted. Finally, the Ld. Advocate for the defendant No. 1 argued that though plaintiff has claimed for  suffering  pecuniary  loss  but  except  the  pleadings,  they  have  not proved the fact of suffering of any pecuniary loss and there cannot be any question of notional damage for mental agony etc. 12. Keeping in mind the above arguments, now let me discuss the evidence and pleadings issue wise. 
DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF :-13. Issue No. 1:- This  issue  relates  to  maintainability  of  the  suit. The defendant No. 1 has taken the plea of maintainability on two counts mainly on the ground of suppression of material facts and non-joinder of M/S  Mechsteel  as  a  party.  From  the  pleadings  it  appears  that  in  the starting paragraph,  plaintiff  has  pleaded that  he was the proprietor  of M/S  Mechsteel  and  it  is  admitted  that  M/S  Mechsteel  had  some business/communication with the defendant No. 1. M/S Mechsteel being a proprietorship firm, the plaintiff has every right to institute the suit in his own name by disclosing the fact of his firm name which he has rightly done. Another question has been raised regarding suppression of material facts  of  taking  over  of  the  firm  Mechsteel  by  Mr.  Dhiren  Saikia.  By referring Ext-A, defendant No. 1 has pleaded that one Dhiren Saikia vide his  letter  dated  12/09/2000  informed  the  Sr.  Material  Manager,  IOC (AOD),  Digboi  requesting him to place trial  orders for supply of  safety caps  with  an  intimation  that  he  has  taken  over  the  unit  namely  M/S Mechsteel claiming development of the said factory by employing good skilled labours for perfect manufacture. In that letter, some initial notes were made by various authorities of the IOC. During cross-examination of the DW 1, the plaintiff has not disputed the contents of the above letter particularly taking over of the firm by Mr. Dhiren Saikia. However, in his own evidence, the plaintiff denied the suggestion  …………… Contd.  at P/10
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that the firm Mechsteel was taken over by Mr. Dhiren Saikia. It is also the evidence of PW 1 that in 2002, Dhiren Saikia left his factory and his where about is not known. From the above fact, it appears that on 12/09/2000, Dhiren Saikia has taken over the firm Mechsteel but the instant suit has been filed by the plaintiff claiming damages since 1997 and there was no dispute to the fact that prior to that date, i.e. 12/09/2000, the plaintiff was the proprietor of Mechsteel and as such, the subsequent development will  not  affect  his  right  to  institute  the  suit  for  the  damages  and compensation subject to further proof. So, without going into the validity of Ext-A, I hold that plaintiff is entitled to maintain the suit for damages for  his  alleged  loss  since  1997.  This  issue  is  answered  accordingly  in favour of the plaintiff.14. Issue No. 2:- This  issue  relates  to  cause  of  action.  Cause  of action is nothing but a bundle of facts.  In the present suit, plaintiff has pleaded regarding some misguiding information and negligence on the part of the defendant No. 1 and in placing orders for procuring safety caps and also for suffering some loss. Defendant No. 1 in his WS denied the pleadings. In the suit, plaintiff has also brought some allegations against the defendant No. 3 but did not pray for any relief. Defendant Nos. 2 and 3 have  not  contested  the  matter.  The  disputes  as  appeared  from  the pleadings show that they needs to be decided in a trial before court of law and as such, I hold that there is cause of action for the suit. This issue is answered in favour of the plaintiff. 15. Issue No. 3:- This issue relates to binding agreement between the plaintiff  and the defendant No. 1 company for procuring the safety caps from the plaintiff.  In the course of argument, Ld. Advocate for the plaintiff  has  admitted  that  they  have  no  binding  contract  with  the defendant No.  1 company and their  suit  is  based on Section 73 of  the Indian Contract Act. I have gone through the provisions of Section 73 of the Indian Contract Act which read as follows. 16. Section  73  -  Compensation  for  loss  or  damage  caused  by breach of contract----                                                …………… Contd.  at P/11
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“When a  contract  has  been broken,  the  party  who suffers  by such  
breach  is  entitled  to  receive,  from  the  party  who  has  broken  the  
contract, compensation for any loss or damage caused to him thereby,  
which naturally arose in the usual course of things from such breach,  
or which the parties knew, when they made the contract, to be likely  
to result from the breach of it.

Such compensation is not to be given for any remote and indirect loss  
or damage sustained by reason of the breach.

Compensation  for  failure  to  discharge  obligation  resembling  those  
created by contract

When an obligation resembling those created by contract has been  
incurred  and  has  not  been  discharged,  any  person  injured  by  the  
failure to discharge it is entitled to receive the same compensation  
from  the  party  in  default,  as  if  such  person  had  contracted  to  
discharge it and had broken his contract.

Explanation.-In estimating the loss or damage arising from a breach  
of contract, the means which existed of remedying the inconvenience  
caused by the non-performance of the contract must be taken into  
account.”17. By referring above provision of law, Ld. Advocate of plaintiff has relied upon the provision of resembling obligation arising out of those created by the contract. On the other hand, Ld. Advocate for the defendant submitted that  apparently as  there is  no contract between the parties, there can not be any damages for resembling contract. It is also argued that,  the defendant No.  1 in their  usual  course of  business has floated tenders for supply of safety caps and accordingly plaintiff was allowed to take  part  and  some  trial  offers  were  given  to  the  plaintiff.  But  on subsequent occasions, the firm M/S Mechsteel has failed to compete with the rate of the supply in comparison to the other suppliers and as such, he could not obtain the contract. Floating of tenders does not amount to any agreement, rather it was the intention to accept offer from the intending suppliers  under  certain  terms  and  conditions.  During  the  course  of argument,  it  is  argued by plaintiff  side that defendant company placed some trial orders and also asked the plaintiff to obtain OITC certificate for regular dealings with the defendant No. 1 and those trial orders has given a legitimate expectation in the minds of the           …………… Contd.  at P/12
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plaintiff that he will be successful in doing business with IOC and thus he has  winded  up  his  original  business  of  brass  strainer  etc.  I  am  not impressed with the argument of the plaintiff  side.  It  is nowhere in the evidence or pleadings that the defendant company ever asked the plaintiff to shift his business from Brass Strainer, Iron Fabrication to new business of supplying safety caps only. 18. Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  of  India  in  the  reported  case  of Motilal Padampat Sugar Mills Co. Ltd. Vs. State of Uttar Pradesh and Ors. [MANU/SC/0336/1978/ AIR 1979 SC 621] as relied by learned advocate of plaintiff, has after discussing the law on the matter of promissory es-toppel held as follows:-             
“The true principle of promissory estoppel, therefore seems to be that  
where one party has by his words of conduct made to the other a  
clear  and  unequivocal  promise  which  is  intended  to  create  legal  
relations or affect a legal relationship to arise in the future, knowing  
or intending that it would be acted upon by the other party to whom  
the promise is made and it is in fact so acted upon by the other party,  
the promise would be binding on the party making it and he would  
not be entitled to go back upon it, if it would be inequitable to allow  
him to do so having regard to the dealings which have taken place  
between the parties, and this would be so irrespective whether there  
is any pre-existing relationship between the parties or not.”19. The  above ratio  is  not  in  applicable  in  the  present  case  in hand.  In the  present  case  in  hand no express  or  implied promise was made  by  defendant  No.  1  and  2  towards  placing  orders  for  obtaining safety caps. As argued and admitted by plaintiff, the procurement policy is based on floating tender, calling quotations and allotting contract. As such the scheme of procurement is alike open market procurement. From the totality of the pleadings and documents, there is no evidence at all that any  assurance  was  given  to  the  plaintiff  by  the  defendant  regarding regular  supply  of  safety  caps at  any cost  rather  the documents clearly shows that after giving the trial orders, the defendants have changed the safety standards and as per their documents they have asked the plaintiff to obtain the OITC certificate which becomes almost mandatory for the safety purpose. It is the case of the plaintiff that he has applied for the OITC certificate but failed to obtain the same.    …………… Contd.  at P/13
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The documents show that while doing so vide Exts-18 and 19, the plaintiff has dealt with defendant No. 2 company for supply of safety caps to BPCL with their logo and he failed to obtain orders from the BPCL due to non-granting of OITC certificate. Thereafter, even after non-obtaining the OITC certificate,  the  case  of  the  plaintiff  was  considered  by  waiving  the requirement of OITC for some more trial orders on the assurance of Mr. Dhiren Kalita, but then also, the plaintiff failed to make up his business. Vide  Ext-A,  as  admitted  by  the  plaintiff,  some  trial  orders  were  again placed in favour of M/S Mechsteel for supply of 40,000 Nos. of safety caps which shows that defendant No. 1 company was all along favouring the plaintiff  but  it  is  he  who  has  failed  to  fulfill  the  requirements  of  the defendant No. 1 company by procuring the OITC certificate. Casual waiver of such compulsion with the defendant No. 1 company does not guarantee that they will receive the quotations without OITC certificate for all the times. It is admitted fact that plaintiff 's quotation for the year 2002 was rejected for higher prices, which shows that power of waiving of OITC is with the defendant No. 1 company. From the materials,  I  am unable to agree  with  the  line  with  the  arguments  of  the  plaintiff  side  that resemblance of the contract gives the effect of binding contract between the  plaintiff  and  the  defendant  No.  1  company.  Mere  floating  tenders cannot be accepted as entering into a binding contact and giving right to the plaintiff for breach of said contract. This issue is answered accordingly by  holding  that  there  was  no  binding  agreement  or  any  resembling agreement between the plaintiff  and the defendant No.  1 company for supply of safety caps. This issue is answered accordingly against plaintiff.20. Issue No. 4 and Addl. Issue No. 3:- Both  the  issues  are  co-related  to  each  other  and  as  such,  they  are  taken  up  together  for discussion. During evidence, defendants have proved several documents by showing that it is the defendant company which used to float tenders for supply of safety caps from several vendors. Plaintiff who in his cross-examination admitted that in Ext-26, IOC has mentioned that he has to submit quotations and if the price quoted              …………… Contd.  at P/14by him is in line of the procurement price, IOC may consider his quotation 
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for placement of orders. He further admitted that there was no agreement between him and the IOC for placing the orders for supply of safety caps to him only. So, from the above admission of the plaintiff, it is clear that defendant company was not to accept the tender/quotation for supply of safety  caps  from  the  plaintiff  firm  only.  These  issues  are  answered accordingly against the plaintiff.21. Addl. Issue No. 1 and 2:- Issue  No.  1  relates  to  misguiding  of the plaintiff in respect of obtaining OITC certificate and issue No. 2 relates to intention of  the defendant No. 1 company to deprive the plaintiff  in supplying plastic cap. From the record, it appears that the defendant No. 1 vide Ext-15 has asked the plaintiff to obtain OITC certificate for enabling the future supplies  and vide Exts-16 and 17,  they have forwarded the application  of  plaintiff  to  the  concerned  OITC  for  consideration  of  the plaintiff 's case. The above two letters shows that the IOC has forwarded the application of the plaintiff for granting of OITC certificate in favour of the plaintiff. In the course of argument, plaintiff side by placing reliance on the Exts-18 to 20 has tried to impress upon that BPCL has insisted for supply of samples of safety caps for BCPL logo and hence he could not obtain OITC certificate. But this part of evidence do not appears from Ext-18. From Ext-18, it appears that plaintiff has prayed for enlistment of his firm as vendor for supply of caps under BPCL logo and accordingly they have  asked  the  plaintiff  for  supply  of  safety  caps  with  their  standard. Plaintiff has not produced any document showing that OITC has refused to issue certificate with IOC logo and thus they were misguided. It is a fact that vide Ext-A and some other documents, defendant No. 1 company has waived  the  requirement  of  OITC  certificate  while  issuing  orders  and claimed that those orders are trial orders and those orders were issued giving some additional chance to the plaintiff. 22. Hon'ble Supreme Court of India in  Ramana Dayaram Shetty v. International Airport Authority of India and Ors. (AIR 1979 SC 1628) held
"it must, therefore, be taken to be the law that  even in the matter of  of  
largesse including award of jobs,            …………… Contd.  at P/15
contracts,  quotas and licenses,  the Government must act in fair and  
just manner and any arbitrary distribution of wealth would violate the  
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law of  the  land.” The  above  principle  was  followed  in  the  case  of 
Common  Cause  A  Registered  Society Vs.  Union  of  India  and  others  [(1996) 6 SCC 530]23. Thus it is clear that plaintiff has failed to prove the allegation that he was misguided by the defendant No. 1 company in obtaining the OITC certificate and that the defendant No. 1 company had intentionally and planned manner deprived the plaintiff from supplying the plastic caps in the name of OITC certificate.  These issues are answered accordingly against the plaintiff.24. Issue No. 5:- This issue relates to reliefs. In this case, plaintiff has  claimed  for  compensation  of  Rs.  50,00,000/-  out  of  which  Rs. 22,61,515/- on account of  pecuniary loss suffered by him and the rest amount as notional amount of damage. In view of my findings on other issues, it is clear that there was neither any contract nor any resemblance of contract between the plaintiff and defendant No. 1 and as such there is no question of payment of any compensation arose.  This issue may be summed up with this observation. But as much evidence has been lain on the point of pecuniary suffered by the plaintiff, let me discuss the same as to see whether plaintiff has suffered any loss for the defendant No. 1. 25. In support of his claim, the plaintiff in the plaint has not given any details how the above amount of Rs. 22,61,515/- was calculated. No chart  was  given.  However,  an  extra  page  was  tagged  showing  the expenditures  incurred  while  manufacturing  the  safety  caps  since  July, 1997  to  December,  2002  i.e.  for  about  66  months.  During  evidence plaintiff has proved some money receipts of payment to skilled workers vide Ext-1, to un-skilled workers, vide Ext-2, ASIDC's shed rent bill vide Ext-3, electricity bill vide Ext-4, bank draft and the statement of estimate and cost as Ext-8. During argument, Ld. Advocate for the defendant No. 1 by relying upon the reported case of 2011(4) GLT 971 and 1996(3) GLT 523  has  submitted  that  the  above  evidence  and  argument  of  loss  is beyond pleadings and as such, it should not be accepted for determining the matter of pecuniary loss as alleged.                …………… Contd.  at P/16The plaintiff has also proved some documents showing sanction of loan from PG Bank,  sanction  of  overdraft,  summons received  from DRT for 
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recovery of Rs. 16,41,000/-and decree passed by DRT for Rs. 8,45,965/-. During his cross-examination, plaintiff admitted that he has not submitted some of the documents which he has exhibited in his evidence. Ext-8 was prepared by him in which he has estimated his loss to the tune of  Rs. 50,00,206/-. He further admitted that he was not aware of the financial affairs of his firm and his accountant knows all the financial matters. The statements made in para 17 of  the evidence on affidavit  regarding the financial statement, he obtained the figures from books of accounts which were maintained by Ranjit Sengupta (PW 3). He further admitted that he has not claimed separately any amount either from IOC or BPCL and his claim is entirely against both the defendants jointly and severally. PW 3 Ranjit Sengupta in his examination-in-chief stated that he used to work under  the plaintiff  as  accountant  on receipt  of  salary.  But  he  nowhere stated  that  he  was  entrusted  to  maintain  books  of  accounts  or  the statement (Ext-8) was prepared from the books maintained by him. In his cross-examination,  he  admitted  that  he  is  a  professional  accountant having his own office at Ulubari. He handed over all the documents of M/S Mechsteel and cannot remember about the loss or profit account of the said business firm. He cannot say about the income tax amount paid by M/S Mechsteel though in the evidence-in-chief he stated of huge loss. The above evidence of PW 3, do not inspire any confidence to corroborate the evidence of PW 1 that said PW 3 was his accountant. On going through the record, it appears that the above evidence are beyond pleadings and the documents were submitted without any leave as required under Order VII Rule 14 CPC particularly the documents relating to accounts and as such they are not admissible in evidence. Though some documents show that plaintiff has to face the trial before DRT but the same cannot be attached due  to  non-allotment  of  the  works  of  supply  of  safety  caps  by  the defendant No. 1 to the plaintiff or his firm M/S Mechsteel.26. As decided in the earlier issues,  plaintiff  has failed to show regarding any breach of contract or agreement  …………… Contd.  at P/17by the defendant No. 1 by not allotting the works of supply as alleged. It is the  plaintiff  who  himself  choose  to  approach  the  defendant  No.  1 
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company for  getting  orders  of  supply  of  safety  caps  at  the  cost  of  his previous business but  failed to compete both on technical  grounds i.e. obtaining OITC certificate and even on the price ground in terms of the tender floated by the defendant No. 1 company. Plaintiff has also failed to prove that the defendant No. 1 company, under the industrial policy of the state, was bound to give procurement order to plaintiff and to obtain the supply from him only. 27. In  view  of  the  available  materials  on  record,  I  have  no hesitation to hold that the plaintiff  has failed to prove any promise by defendant No. 1 or 2 based on policy, bonafide belief of survival, breach of obligation  as  defined  under  Section  73  of  Indian  Contract  Act.  The defendants by placing trial orders and some other orders they have done nothing to show any promissory estoppel to go against them while giving such orders on trial basis or subsequent orders by temporarily waiving the OITC requirement. 28. Considering all above, I hold that plaintiff is not entitled for any relief, rather he is liable to pay cost of the suit to the defendant side for dragging them to the litigation without proper materials. This issue is answered in negative and against the plaintiff. 29. In the result, the plaintiff 's suit deserves to be dismissed on contest with cost, which I do accordingly.
O R D E R  30. Plaintiff 's suit is dismissed on contest with cost.31. Prepare the decree accordingly within 15 days.Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this the 16th day of November, 2012.

  Dictated and corrected by me,                                         Civil Judge No. 3,Kamrup, Guwahati.         Civil Judge No. 3,      Kamrup, Guwahati.


